
 

Dear Sister Fab, Rak Khao Chamao Preservation Group, Rayong of Thailand 

  

I would like to say warmly thanks you for your busy time trying to write email to me. Even though, I 

went to live and learnt from you all in a very short time, but I have learnt most from your group which 

I am be able to find my real life and you all is the inspiring group to give me life inspiration and 

understand me more about Life. Indeed, the most things that I learnt encouraging me to live and learn 

from your group working to mobilize young people and community to build Happiness in community.  

 

Firstly, First thing I have learnt is to raise awareness me on community knowledge “Local Wisdom”. 

For me I have never take care much about that, but when I see your work, you realize me to see the 

core value of Local Wisdom which can help people to have self-reliance what they can do in their 

community; no need to work outside they can sustain their life. Moreover, it can keep the community 

knowledge from generation to generation. 

 

Secondly, I have learnt about education issue. Your work also understand me about the alternative 

education is important and effective way for young people to find out what their talent is, what they 

really want to be, what they can do from their heart which not follow to the mainstream education. 

Nowadays, youth is being in trouble with mainstream education. Actually, before and after the 

university, they still do not know yet where their life goal is, where should they go because they have 

no skillful for life. Whatever they study, they follow to other and the need of job market which they 

can work in big company gaining more money. This one of important youth issue which we should 

find the way to solve as soon as possible. 

 

Thirdly, I have worked as volunteer for one year at YRDP and now I have special time to learn from 

you all working as volunteer. I am getting to know more what volunteerism is. You all are working in 

community in the name of volunteer work, but you work very hard and commit to help your 

community building Happiness. From all your activities as I see during my internship, I can learn the 

core value of volunteerism is to build good heart for people to love society which no matter they work 

anyplace, but they still have heart to help society. 

 

Fourthly, I have gotten life inspiration from you all sharing life experiences. You all showed me 

what the life is, what you want to do, you can do, and you will do.  You all have the same question for 

your life that “what kind of life do I want?” By seeing your life sharing and what you doing in 

community, it realized me about my life what life I want to be and I will explore and follow it.  

 

Therefore ,from All things that I have learnt from you all is not only to empower young people or 

children and to build Happiness in community but also doing what you all want to do to help society 

by your good heart, and show up the life that you want to see in future. I feel so interested in your way 

of working in community to mobilize people building Community Happiness, and this kind of attitude 

inspires me to walk into this way of life.  

 

So I decide to go back to learn and live as Volunteer for a year to see the Real Practice on How You 

work; not just saying, to empower and mobilize Young People to participate and join together to build 

Happiness in community. And also to experience and explore my life with you all who has the same 

thought and life goal. Then, all things I have learnt from you all, I will be able to have Small Activity 

to share with Youth in community in order to mobilize them building Happiness that I have thought 

during my internship program. 

I will use the very Simple way of learning by doing, observation, and question in the practical way; not 

using theory. Please do not feel any convenient with me because I feel free to be member and work as 

family with Love, respect and Honesty. 

 

Thanks you for all things! Miss You All! 

 

With Love and Respect! 

   Rithy, Cambodian  

 


